Black Magic Oil Skimmer Package
It makes all of the standard skimmer problems disappear!

ADVANTAGES:
• No skimmer waste tank overflows
• No hauling off 90% coolant with your waste oil
• 1 year warranty on motor

APPLICATIONS:
The Keller Belt Skimmer System can be used wherever you would use a conventional skimmer. In addition to machine sumps, high pressure system tanks are an ideal application.
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**Specifications and Ordering Information**

**MB 09-SK:** 9” Black Magic Belt Oil Skimmer
   With Skimallessor Tank & Magnetic Bracket
**MB-09:** 9” Black Magic Belt Skimmer (Only)
**SK-1:** Skimallessor Tank plus magnetic bracket
**BR-09F:** Replacement Belt, Oil attracting

*(Other length skimmers are available, call for details.)*

**MB 12-SK:** 12” Black Magic Belt Oil Skimmer
   With Skimallessor Tank & Magnetic Bracket
**MB-12:** 12” Black Magic Belt Skimmer (Only)
**SK-1:** Skimallessor Tank plus magnetic bracket
**BR-12F:** Replacement Belt, Oil attracting

*(Other length skimmers are available, call for details.)*

**MB 17-SK:** 17” Black Magic Belt Oil Skimmer
   With Skimallessor Tank & Magnetic Bracket
**MB-17:** 17” Black Magic Belt Skimmer (Only)
**SK-1:** Skimallessor Tank plus magnetic bracket
**BR-17F:** Replacement Belt, Oil attracting

*(Other length skimmers are available, call for details.)*

**MB 24-SK:** 24” Black Magic Belt Oil Skimmer
   With Skimallessor Tank & Magnetic Bracket
**MB-24:** 24” Black Magic Belt Skimmer (Only)
**SK-1:** Skimallessor Tank plus magnetic bracket
**BR-24F:** Replacement Belt, Oil attracting

*(Other length skimmers are available, call for details.)*